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ABSTRACT  
Previous work examining privacy interfaces and user attitudes towards location tracking have relied on irregular manual updates from users, imprecise location information or information obtained via specialized equipment. We present a field study where 12 participants used their own mobile phones with automatic accurate location tracking over a 3-week period. We recorded over 1000 user tracking events, over 300 extended experience sampling entries and more than 15 hours of debriefing interviews. Taking an evolutionary perspective on location tracking, we observe how predator-prey dynamics interact with the social contracts that define our relationships and present a three-tier framework accounting for the complexity of users’ responses to location tracking technology. We also discuss how the limitations of the technology currently available contribute to misperceptions and misinterpretations impacting on an individual’s social interactions and how ubiquitous location tracking encroaches on the individual’s fundamental need to safely withdraw from social interaction.  
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INTRODUCTION  

Until recently, the technology to remotely track individuals automatically and accurately has been restricted to intelligence and security agencies. While cell triangulation allows mobile phone users to be tracked on demand, accuracy varies with cell density and can range from hundreds to thousands of meters. Active GPS devices are now used by companies to accurately track assets that are outdoors, visible to GPS satellites, but these usually require an external power source because GPS receivers are power-hungry. Many mobile phones are now GPS enabled and there are many hundreds of applications that allow location-based social networking and tracking but most of these require the person being tracked to manually initiate the application which identifies their location to the tracker. This means that accurate and timely location tracking data is not available on demand. Most studies of location tracking and privacy have used such inaccurate or manually controlled technology.  

However, we designed a field study with a software-only technology mash-up that provides highly accurate location data at 10 minute intervals using participants own mobile phones. Our system, called Buddy Tracker, has a fully instrumented interface for both trackers and tracked. We studied 12 users over a three week period which included 903 unique user tracking and response events. Of these, 140 were prompted in order to trigger and study predator-prey dynamics. During the study we introduced a real-time feedback feature for the prey to examine how re-establishing reciprocity affected users’ behavior. We also introduced a range of location-sharing preferences to observe usage patterns. In this paper we report both the quantitative and qualitative results from this field study, including unexpected observations regarding social translucency, privacy preferences and the attitudes of both predators and prey towards “always on” accurate location tracking.  

In the rest of the paper, we first frame location tracking from an evolutionary perspective. We discuss how our study differs in scale, accuracy, and participants from previous related studies. We illustrate the technology and study design and report on the findings, proposing a three-tiered framework to describe the complex set of user responses. Finally we discuss possible threats to the validity of the study and consider future work.
BACKGROUND: THE TRACKING INSTINCT

Tracking is an inherited animal instinct and an essential part of what makes us human [1]. Its exercise was once essential to our survival, when failing to find potential prey could mean starvation, and some even argue that it informed the evolution of our intellectual constructs [2]. However, we never stopped exercising our tracking instinct in the physical world and continue to do so for different purposes, such as conservation, eco-tourism, scientific research, hunting, military operations, espionage or private investigations [3,4].

The practice of physical tracking

Tracking is a complex biosemiotic activity [5], which requires the skilful recognition of visual, auditory, olfactory and tactile signs left behind by a living, moving target (quarry or chase). It also requires the ability to blend in the surroundings to remain under cover, since an essential condition for tracking is the possibility to pursue without being noticed, the ability to see without being seen [3]. In this respect, tracking is a voyeuristic act, in that the successful tracker is eventually able to set eyes on and observe the object of his quest, if only for the brief empowering moments that precede a strike [6]. Those close moments can be so gratifying that they may be all a tracker seeks, when from the safety of his vantage point he can witness the motions of another’s life and come closer to the reality of their identity.

However, physical tracking is seldom driven by voyeurism alone, because it is a resource-intensive and potentially hazardous enterprise. Following another may be costly, time consuming and risky. One of the main risks is certainly exposure, which may have undesirable and even dangerous consequences. The hunter who inadvertently reveals his own presence may lose his chance to acquire new provisions and the soldier who is caught in the act may lose his own life. But when tracking takes place among humans, exposure does not just mean losing the possibility to protect or acquire resources, it also affects one’s social standing. Being caught may cost the soldier his life, but won’t affect his social standing. However, the social standing of a suspicious husband caught while stalking his wife may be seriously affected, to the point of jeopardizing his marriage. Both the soldier and the husband loose something, but for very different reasons.

Tracking and the social contract

As a voyeuristic act, tracking objectifies the person who is being tracked, therefore placing itself outside any social interaction. However, the practice of tracking still takes place within a network of social relationships and its significance is determined with respect to the social contracts regulating those relationships. There is a long, philosophical and political, literary tradition behind the concept of social contract [7-10]. Here the term refers to the - explicit or implicit - expectations that define the relationships between individuals, within a wider social context. These expectations are informed by each individual’s set of values and beliefs and regard an individual’s own obligations, responsibilities, rights and inclinations towards others, as well as the others’ obligations, responsibilities, rights and inclinations towards them. Moreover, these expectations determine the way in which individuals manage their own social boundaries and observe the social boundaries of others, including privacy boundaries, as others have described them [11]. Privacy boundaries stand between the space in which an individual is accountable within a particular social contract and the space in which they are no longer accountable and have the right to be let alone [12].

From physical to virtual tracking

The risks of physical tracking make this practice only viable in response to significant demands or in prediction of significant benefits. Delegating the task to others may reduce the risks, but is costly and represents a commitment that can have practical and social implications. It might be more difficult for the wife to discover that her husband is stalking her, if he uses a private investigator, but if she does find out the consequences may be worse. With the availability of affordable technology [13] tracking has progressively become less risky and less costly, hence more viable in less extreme circumstances.

However, tracking modern mobile phone handsets automatically at the coarse level of cell triangulation is not yet widely accessible to ordinary individuals without prior arrangement with a mobile operator. Nevertheless, applications that manually or automatically log a user’s location are becoming available and, although by installing a tracking application on their handset the bearer may implicitly give others permission to track them, they may not know exactly when or by whom they might be tracked at any given time.

But what happens when tracking another becomes so viable and non-committal that it can be safely done at the click of a button? How does that impact on the way in which people deal with social boundaries? How does it affect the social contracts that regulate the relationships between people? We report on a quantitative and qualitative study of location tracking with two cohesive social groups, whose members did not habitually use tracking technology prior the study and had no apparent need to do so. Much like the ripples generated by a stone hitting calm water, our findings show the perturbing effects that the sudden introduction of tracking technology can produce.

RELATED WORK: MOBILE TRACKING AND PRIVACY

The impact of location tracking technology on social boundaries has been the focus of much investigation and reflection within the ubiquitous computing community. Rather than technologies that monitor people’s presence in a place [14,15] or provide information on the proximity of places of interest [16], it is the studies on the use of technologies that remotely locate the bearer of a mobile
computing device that are particularly relevant to our work. Many of these studies have looked at the way in which users manage privacy boundaries with applications that share their location information only with their permission or consistently with specific privacy user policies [17-21]. This work has identified sharing patterns generally defined by the identity of the person requesting the information, the reasons why they ask for it and other contextual factors such as time and place. There seems to be consensus on the fact that generally people feel relatively comfortable with sharing their location with family and friends, but when it comes to others contextual factors play a more important role. But what if users could not choose whether to share their location and do not even know when others are looking at where they are?

Other relevant studies have precisely explored how the use of mobile tracking technology can affect individuals and their relationships, when users have no control over the fact that others can look at their location at any time anywhere. In particular, this work has studied the way in which location tracking devices are used by parolee officers to control parolees during their rehabilitation process, highlighting the impact that this technology has on the parolees’ lives when they become accountable [22] for their every move and on the parole officers’ work when location is commodified [23]. Evidently, between parole officers and parolees there is a specific, asymmetric relationship of power, defined by a social contract in which voyeurism and control are the exclusive prerogative and responsibility of one party and in which therefore no social boundary management or observation are allowed or required. But what happens when the same conditions are reproduced within a cohesive social group, whose members hold more or less symmetrical relationships defined by social contracts that entail varying degrees of responsibility, care and trust, in which the different parties are both allowed and required to manage and observe social boundaries?

Our research explored the space of everyday social relations among family and friends when their social contracts suddenly come under the pressure of location tracking technology, all day every day for a period of weeks. We wanted to investigate how these technologies interact with social dynamics and affect social relationships, within ordinary cohesive groups. Specifically, our research highlights the tensions between the instinctual behaviors triggered by these technologies and the social contracts that users have with one another, and how this tension puts pressure on people as social and individual beings.

FIELD STUDY: PREDATOR VS PREY
Our field study involved one group of seven and one group of five participants who were asked to use a location tracking application installed on their own mobile phone over a period of three weeks. During most of this period, participants had no way of making themselves invisible to others: they were asked not to switch the application or their phones off, and had no possibility to limit the access that their co-participants had to their location information. Also, during more than half of the period, they had no way of knowing who was locating them and when. We were interested in exploring the behavioral and social dynamics triggered within the groups under the pressure of constant exposure, when everyone could be at the same time predator and prey of their group members. To find out, we monitored their tracking activities through a fully instrumented interface, modified experience sampling with deferred contextual interviews [24], and individual debriefing interviews at the end.

Technology
Participants were asked to use our custom-built Buddy Tracker application which allows users to locate their buddies on their mobile device with the benefit of several functions.

![Figure 1. Three anonymized screens from Buddy Tracker: Main menu (Left); Individual Profile (Middle); All on Map (Right).](image)

Functionality
Buddy Tracker’s functions are accessible via the two main areas of the interface (Figure 1). These include access to a map displaying simultaneously the location of all the buddies and to their individual profiles providing textual information about their current location and a link to an interactive map application. Other important functionalities which we made available in the second part of the study included allowing the user to set their location-sharing or real-time notifications preferences (shown at the bottom of the main menu in Figure 1).

- **Feedback.** Every time a buddy looks at a user’s location, the user receives real-time notification via a text message. Additionally, an aggregated feedback mechanism allows users to see who has accessed their profile, location or location history: every request is stored in a database with time and location information, so users can view all location requests made by their buddies and see on the map when and where these were made.

- **Sharing preferences.** Privacy management options include time-sensitive coarse-grained visibility settings...
(e.g., allowing the user to make oneself invisible for a few hours) and peer-to-peer coarse or fine-grained settings (e.g., allowing the user to let a buddy see their location only at city level).

Technical Details

Buddy Tracker’s design combines several separate services, which allowed us to quickly prototype, automatically deploy, and update services in the field without access to the participants’ handsets. The application uses the Navizon service, which updates our server every 10 minutes exploiting the most accurate positioning system visible to the device at the time: GPS, Wi-fi, or cell triangulation. We found this service to be the most accurate and easiest to set up, while offering the best power economy and highest accuracy among the services we considered. The user interface was developed as a web application, appearing and functioning much like an Apple iPhone native application. This allowed us to activate and deactivate features instantly by changing configuration on the server and to monitor usage of the system, sending real-time feedback to users whose location had just been viewed.

Methodology

Participants

We solicited participants through word of mouth, mailing lists, and social networking sites. For technical reasons and to avoid training and Hawthorne effects, we required all participants to already have Apple iPhones. We then chose our groups based on the number of co-participants they could bring and their regular patterns of mobility and diversity, so that location tracking would be a worthwhile activity for them. Participants were offered a small payment for each week of the study.

The first group was composed of a married couple, their three daughters and the partners of the two older daughters. The married couple was in their fifties, working locally and living together with their youngest daughter, who was in her teens and frequenting high school. The older daughter was in her early twenties and living away from home to frequent university. Her boyfriend of six months was in his late twenties and lived in a different city. The eldest daughter was in her mid twenties and lived and worked in another city with her long term partner, who was in his early thirties. Years prior to the study, the family had used location tracking technology for security purposes, when they were living in their country of origin, where crime levels were high and abductions were frequent. Since starting a new life in a different part of the world, they had felt safe and never needed to use tracking technology again.

The second group was composed of another married couple, their two children and a friend of one of the children. The couple was in their forties, working locally and living together with their younger daughter, who was in her early twenties and worked out of town. The older son was in his early twenties and lived in the same city with his friend, who was also in his twenties and worked around the country.

Study design

During the three weeks of the study, the participants were asked to carry their phone at all times and leave it switched on, in order to be traceable by the members of their group at all times. We installed Buddy Tracker in such a way that participants could not easily switch it off and monitored all users to ensure they were active. The overall period was divided in four different phases. During the first phase, participants were invited to familiarize themselves with the application by freely tracking their co-participants. During that phase we just monitored their usage patterns and movements via Buddy Tracker’s administration panel, in order to acquaint ourselves with the participants’ significant places, movement patterns and daily trajectories. During the second phase we started giving participants location tracking tasks, to trigger predator-prey dynamics that would allow us to explore their reactions under pressure. Once or twice a day each participant was asked to locate one co-participant who appeared (from the administration panel) to be in a location of possible interest and far from the participant receiving the task. The tasks were in addition to any tracking activity that the participants were spontaneously undertaking. During the first and second phase, participants were constantly visible and could be located by any of their co-participants at any time without being aware of it. This artificially mimicked the situation of a prey being tracked. However, this arrangement changed with the third phase, in which, without pre-warning, participants started to receive real time feedback, in the form of a text message, every time someone located them. This mimicked the situation of the predator suddenly being exposed, re-establishing a certain balance between the parties and attaining social translucency [25]. During this phase participants continued to receive daily location tracking tasks. Finally, with the third phase, we enabled participants to use location sharing preferences. These allowed them to blur or hide their location completely. This was in addition to the location tasks and the real time feedback.

Data collection

We gathered the participant’s feedback on their experience both during the study and at the end of it. During the study, we used an enhanced form of experience sampling [24]. Because Buddy Tracker was developed as a web application and we were able to monitor usage of the system, we could send instant sampling requests to the users’ mobile phone, upon each tracking event. Therefore, every time a participant tracked a co-participant, the system would send them a text message asking them to follow a link and fill an online questionnaire accessible via their phone. This included three pre-defined multiple-choice questions and a request for a memory phrase to help the participant remember the specific episode during the debriefing interview. The questions asked users: 1) why
they had just carried out an action, 2) if what they found was what they expected, 3) how they felt about what they found.

At the end of the study, each participant was interviewed. Individual interviews lasted between one and two hours, during which participants were shown the print-outs of the maps outlining their daily trajectories for the duration of the study, with the request to identify places significant to them. They were also shown all the experience sampling forms they had submitted. Finally, they were shown the records of the activities they had undertaken as predators and those they had undergone as preys. They were asked detailed questions about all the data sets they had generated. The questions were aiming to explore their reasons for, feelings about and context around their tracking behavior.

**Findings**

Our system recorded a total of 903 unique user tracking events. 140 of these were instigated by us, but the rest were the result of spontaneous usage. Of all these events, 31 were viewings of the current location of all buddies; 147 viewings of the current location of a single buddy; 121 viewings of the current location of a single buddy on a map; 7 viewings of the past location of a buddy; 1 viewing of one’s own location as seen by others; 2 activations of location-sharing preferences. The viewing solicited a wide range of emotional responses, as evidenced by the participants’ answers to the experience sampling questions. However, the debriefing interviews offer us a much better insight into the participants’ experience with location tracking.

**A morality of tracking**

On the surface, the findings appear diverse and sometimes even inconsistent, but a closer analysis reveals a richly articulated picture of feelings, attitudes and behaviors around the participants’ location tracking activity. The apparent heterogeneity of the findings can be explained by taking into account the interaction of three variables: a participant’s set of values and beliefs; their perception of the social contracts defining their relationships; and their assessment of their own and others’ reasons for tracking. More specifically, the participants’ set of values and beliefs appeared to determine their perception of what the social contracts defining their relationships with others entailed. In turn this appeared to determine the way in which participants assessed their motivations for tracking their co-participants and their co-participants’ motivations for tracking them. Here we illustrate the interconnection between these variables from the point of view of the participants as ‘predators’. This is only because, in their active role, participants were compelled to reflect on what they were doing and therefore their input as ‘predators’ provides a more fine-grained picture of the dynamics at play than their input as ‘prey’ does. However, the underlying responses we received from both sides were consistent and symmetrical, as we discuss later.

**Values and beliefs.** While participants’ sets of values and beliefs varied, emerging against their cultural, emotional and experiential background, we found that they invariably informed their general attitudes towards location tracking technology and the compatibility of its use with respect to the social contracts defining their relationships with the other co-participants. For example, the mother from the first group commented that, compared to their country of origin, she found the country where she currently resided with her family very safe and therefore she felt that there was no necessity to track her children: “Like if they were in [country of origin] and I was living here I would worry more...but here they are safe...nothing happens here so I’m crossing the line. I do it because I can and that’s not good enough."

She also commented how, unlike partners, children have a life of their own and as a parent she ought to respect that: “I think I would feel bad checking on the kids because I do feel that is overstepping a privacy line...I think mummy can’t know everything about children...I would feel bad checking on the kids...I would only check on the kids in an emergency…”

However, the mother from the second group commented that, doing social work in the rehabilitation of young offenders, she was aware of how many dangerous people there are out there, especially driving on the road, and therefore found herself driven to frequently check on her adult children to make sure they had made it to their destination safely: “I’m a big worrier and especially since my son moved out and if my daughter goes out because I know what people are like on the roads and I just know what it could be like...I think it’s alright checking on them”

She also commented that their children were aware of and accepted the fact that she was a protective mother: “It’s not to go in their space (about tracking) – I mean both of them have said any time I can phone them or text them...”

In this respect, the participants’ views were some times opposed. For example, one of the participants from the first group felt very uncomfortable about the whole idea of tracking, whether she was tracking or being tracked: “…I must say I don’t feel very comfortable with this technology so I don’t like using it very much at all.”

Whereas her partner had no problem with it and, on the contrary, was very enthusiastic about the technology and what it can achieve: “…makes me feel closer to [my partner] and 99% of the time I know exactly where she is anyway, because we are speaking or standing next to each other, so that is nice...”

**Social contracts.** The participants’ perception of what the social contracts defining their relationship with the other co-participants entailed played an important role in determining their use of the technology and their feelings about it. Participants seemed to make clear distinctions between the meaning of tracking a parent, a child, a partner,
...a sibling or a friend. For instance, their attitude varied with the level of responsibility they felt towards each co-participant. The mother in the second group used the tracker almost exclusively towards their children, rather than her husband, as a way of fulfilling their maternal role: “I felt god about it because even though they’ve got mobiles and I can get hold of them at any time, with this I was looking where they were without disturbing them...because [my son] doesn’t live at home anymore, it’s reassurance that I know he’s in a certain area...”

The older sisters in the first group felt more inclined to use the technology to track the younger one, as they felt more protective towards her: “I feel more protective of [my youngest sister] than I do for [my other sister], I feel as though I am entitled to know what she is up to, more than with [my other sister], because I know [my other sister] is grown up, she’ll be fine, she’s running her own life...”

The young males in the first group also used the tracker more protectively towards their partners than the other way round: “…I looked and I saw that she was at home, I knew that she was safe, it was nice...”

However, the son in the second group felt less comfortable about tracking his sister than he did with his mother, because he considered that to encroach on his sister’s independence: “I feel I shouldn’t check on her so much, as she is her own person and I ought to respect her independence...”

The mother in the second group made a clear distinction between tracking her children and tracking someone else’s child, her son’s housemate: “…I thought, what am I doing checking on him, he is not even my son...”

We also observed how, as the relationship between two co-participants evolved, their social contract underwent an unspoken revision and, as a consequence, their attitude towards tracking the other were no longer the same. As the mother in the first group became acquainted with the recent partner of her daughter, her feelings about tracking him became more ambivalent. While prior to their acquaintance she did not feel motivated to look up his location but at the same time felt perfectly comfortable in doing so when we gave her the task to do so, following their acquaintance she felt more motivated to protectively check on him but at the same time she started feeling uncomfortable about crossing a boundary and entering his space uninvited: “…quite honestly I wouldn’t have known he was sick, I wouldn’t have cared, but because he spent the weekend here and he tried so hard not to be sick and he was polite and charming and helpful so he really went out of his way...I looked where he was, because if he was at home I probably wouldn’t have texted but because I saw he was at work I texted to say I hope your are better...I felt uncomfortable [about checking, now that I knew him better]...”

Another participant confessed that they had no problem tracking one co-participant who had previously breached the social contract between them by breaking their trust. The participant deemed the co-participant no longer deserving of boundary observation and was checking on them expecting to catch them at fault: “…I feel because they have shown in the past that they are not trustworthy, that kind of they started it and it means I can check up on them and not feel too bad...they are unlikely to do what they say they do so anything you see [on the tracker] is probably just going to confirm that...”

Our findings also show that two participants’ could have different perceptions of what their social contract entailed and this difference resulted in different expectations with regard to tracking behavior: “I think even for my children I think is a strange application...I would not mind [them tracking me] but I would ask them why they are checking...”

“I feel with my parents, I feel entitled to know where they are all the time and what they are doing whatever...my mother, she would be thrilled to know that we are checking on her...”

Overall, the findings indicate that within social contracts participants tended to feel varying levels of interest and responsibility towards others, which proportionately translated into either a sense of entitlement to entering others’ personal space or into a sense of concern about crossing that boundary. Outside of social contracts there tended to be no interest or responsibility towards others and therefore neither there was sense of entitlement or concern. However, if others breached a social contract, there remained interest but not responsibility, and therefore there was sense of entitlement but not concern, which permitted predatory behavior.

• Tracking motives. We found a strong correlation between the way in which participants felt about tracking and the way in which, within their set of values and beliefs and with respect to their social contracts, they assessed their motives for looking at others’ location. The motives emerging from our data included: protection, care, connection, reassurance, co-ordination, curiosity, inspection and of course execution (when participants were carrying out a task).

There were instances in which participants looked at a co-participant’s location in the intent to protect them from potential harm and, because that intent was consistent with their social contract with the co-participant, they deemed that acceptable. For example, the mother in the first group once tracked her youngest daughter hoping to be able to spare her the reproaches of the sisters for being late: “…they were asking where is she and the sisters sometimes do have words between each other so I thought I would try and find [name] and tell her to move it. I was trying to save a fight between the sisters.”

In other instances participants used the tracker to offer some form of care and support to their loved ones, which was also deemed consistent with their social contract and
therefore acceptable. For example, the eldest daughter in the first group once looked at her younger’s sister location knowing that she was unwell and unable to take a phone call because she was studying: “So it was kind of like I wish I was there with her because I could bring her tea...when you’re sick you want people to look after you, you want them to be there but you know that was the next best thing I could do and I knew she was trying to study so I wasn’t going to call her and disturb her.”

At times participants tracked a co-participant in order to bridge physical distance between them and feel closer, as the partner of the eldest daughter in the first group did several times with no concerns: “So I was already checking on her, I’d only just arrived at the airport and I was already missing her...”

Tracking a co-participant with the intent of reassuring oneself evoked mixed feelings. Reassurance could concern different things and was assessed accordingly: reassuring oneself that a loved one is safe was seen as caring act even though a self-serv ing one; reassuring oneself that everyone is where they are expected to be and that everything is in order was seen as self-gratifying but relatively innocuous; reassuring oneself that one still occupied a certain rank in the social scale of another was seen as less acceptable. For example, the father in the first group once checked on his youngest daughter to reassure himself she was safe one night when she went to a party: “I saw that she was still at the party and not somewhere else and I felt reassure that she was in no riskier place than I expected...”

On the other hand, the mother in the first group once looked at her eldest daughter’s location from whom she had been waiting a phone call to reassure herself that the daughter had not just forgot about her: “I would have been very disappointed if I had seen her back in her office and that she hadn’t phoned me. That she had not found two minutes to phone me in between but she was still exactly there [at the interview] and she did phone me before she left the building.”

The intent to co-ordinate one’s movement with another to save time and work had no social implications in the view of the participants and was clearly seen by everybody as a perfectly legitimate motive for tracking. For example, by the father in the second group: “If I am going to be picking her up from university and I want to check where she is so that I am not too early or too late I don’t have a problem with it, because it is part of an interaction between the two of us and it is leading to that interaction.”

However, curiosity was seen as a much less legitimate motive, as it seemed to have no other aim but the voyeuristic intent to take a pick in someone else’s personal life, as the mother in the second group was well aware: “I think it is not good when someone is just being nosy, that’s not right, just looking to be nosy...”

A typical example of inspective tracking was the one mentioned above of one participant checking on a co-participant to expecting to catch them were not supposed to be: “…I was checking on them...if the tracker had shown them anywhere else [other than where I expected them to be] I would have gone ah! my worst suspicions are confirmed...”

Finally, participants consistently felt completely detached when they were carrying out a tracking action to execute our tasks. In those instances, they delegated responsibility for that action altogether and didn’t even need to assess its legitimacy:

“...it was easier to do when I was asked to do so...I didn’t feel it was my responsibility...it wasn’t me doing it, I was just carrying out a task...”

The above list of motives does not intend to be exhaustive but only to illustrate how participants’ attitudes, feelings and behaviors about tracking their co-participants were a function of the way in which they assessed their motives. Generally speaking, participants found their motives for tracking a co-participant acceptable or even commendable when these were honoring their social contract with them, by facilitating the social functions entailed by that contract. However, when their motives could not be justified with respect to those functions, the tension between the two generated in the participant feelings of discomfort proportionately to the perceived incompatibility between motives and functions.

The liabilities of tracking
Participants’ feelings of comfort or discomfort reflected their general level of acceptance of, or concerns about, the use of tracking technology. The technology was generally seen as having a beneficial impact on the participants’ lives as long as it supported the fulfillment of their social contracts by facilitating the social functions that those entailed. However, participants also expressed significant concerns regarding fundamental and less socially acceptable aspects of the tracking practice, which are emphasized by mobile tracking technology. These emerge symmetrically from the participants’ activity as predators as well as their activity as preys. They can be divided in two main categories pertaining respectively to the technology’s mediation of social interaction and to the technology’s mediation of a-social action.

Tracking technology and social interaction. In their role as prey, one of participants’ main concerns was the possibility that their behavior might be misinterpreted on the basis of location information alone. If a participant did not appear to be where they were expected to be, or if they did not appear at all, others might have jumped to conclusions: “She was really sick one night and I was at home, she was ill and she was ringing me to say she can’t sleep, and I didn’t answer my phone coz my battery was flat and I remember the next day she said what happened why
did you turn your phone off and I said my phone wasn’t off, my battery was flat.”

Moreover, of all the participants, only one ever made use of the location-sharing preferences and only once; otherwise a number of participants said that they did not or would not have used the location-sharing preferences because others would have questioned why they felt the need to hide:

“...no I didn’t use the privacy settings because if I had they others could have asked me why did you hide your location, have you got something to hide?”

Symmetrically, in their roles as predators, participants were equally concerned about the possibility that they might make unexpected discoveries about the location of others and not being able to refrain from making assumptions: “It is just with Ryan there was one night…I know he had gone out and I wanted to know where he was, so that I could know if he was at home and I could phone or if he was still out and wouldn’t answer his phone, so I looked him up but it said it was last tracked four hours ago which was when he left work. So I though oh did he turn his phone off?...or did he turn the tracker off and why did he do that because I know he is going out, and so then and also I was ill so I start thinking so why didn’t he tell me? Who is with? And why is he there? And that was the thing. Actually he was at home and asleep. I phoned him and his phone was on silent so he didn’t answer...”

Some participants also said they would prefer not to receive real-time notification when someone checked their location, because that would make them question others’ motives: “...I would prefer not to know, because otherwise I would have to start asking myself why they are checking on me...have I done something wrong...are they after something...?”

In sum, as preys participants were concerned that the information provided by the tracker might distort others’ perception of who they are, while as predators they were concerned that the information provided by the tracker might unnecessarily destabilize their perceptions of their co-participants, perceptions on which they relied to maintain their social contract with them.

• Tracking technology and asocial action. By definition voyeurism objectifies the viewed person and therefore cannot be integrated in social interaction, nor can it facilitate the functions of entailed by a social contract. Both predators and prey seemed to be well aware of that and seemed uncomfortable with the voyeuristic aspect of the tracking practice unless their activity could be somehow absorbed within their social interactions. As predators, participants tended to feel most uncomfortable when tracking was just motivated by curiosity without any other justifiable purpose, but they were aware of it in general. Yet, they found it difficult to resist the temptation of using the tracker to pursue others: “…I don’t think it makes me a better person checking up on people…I think what drives these questions is never really a positive thing, it’s either I am afraid for you or I don’t trust you, it implies some sort of insecurity on my part…”; “…it is not my place to check on people] and I know that so I try and stay far out of it as I possibly can because it’s none of my business at all, but this technology makes it a little bit too easy, doesn’t it, you are only human…”

Some found it even addictive: “…yes, it’s quite addictive…I got used to using it a lot and now that the study is over I really miss it…”

Only as they started to receive real-time notifications about the fact that they were being located, they suddenly realized that their co-participants must be getting notifications too and most of them started refraining from voyeuristic uses of the tracker. Across both groups we noticed a significant drop in the frequency of location checks once notifications were activated.

Symmetrically, as prey, several participants were clearly uncomfortable when they were shown the printouts with the maps outlining their daily trajectories: not only was that evidence of the fact that we had been tracking them, it was also putting them in a self-voyeuristic position that made them aware of their potential vulnerability: “…even seeing my life all laid out on a map, if I cannot remember a place I went to and I can’t explain, it’s really uncomfortable…”

Some participants were also uncomfortable about being ‘voyeured’, as they feared that they would have to be able to explain their every move. Even thought they had nothing to hide and even though where they went or what they had done was not significant, they felt that they would have to be able to offer an explanation that they did not have: “…it might be I’ve done nothing wrong but I might have not done enough right. I thought you were at the office but it took you long enough to get there. Well I got lost, didn’t do anything wrong. Well why did you get lost. Well it doesn’t matter...”

There are trails in our daily life that we cannot explain and that may be insignificant, but their representation via a tracking device, does give them significance. However, because it commodifies those trails [22], trails outside any social interaction, it reduces them to objects of possible predation, which seemed to make both predators and prey uncomfortable.

Threats to validity and future work

There were certainly limitations to our study. Our sample was not very large or representative. Many observations would only apply in a close family group, therefore our findings cannot be generalized at this stage. However, generalization was not our aim here: our intent was to start exploring the dynamics that are triggered by the use of automatic, accurate location tracking technology and how these impact on the interaction between the individual and their immediate social environment. More extended studies will need to be carried out to generalize our findings. The
duration of the study was also relatively limited. However, we were interested in examining the effects of the sudden introduction of such an intrusive technology in an environment in which there seemed to be no obvious demand for it. Finally, certainly our manipulation of the application’s features and the assignment of location tracking tasks to participants introduced a certain level of artificiality into our study. However, it allowed us to approach such a complex phenomenon in a more analytical way by dissecting it into significant components.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

There has been much emphasis in research on the aspects of privacy that concern the protection of information, whether from being unduly collected, processed or disseminated [26]. However, some [27] distinguish another important aspect of privacy concerning one’s protection against invasion. In particular, one form of invasion seems directly relevant to the issues raised in our study of mobile location tracking technology: intrusion. This includes boundary breaches such incursions into one’s life, disturbance of one’s daily activities, alteration on one’s routines, or encroachment on one’s solitude. Solitude is the state of being alone or able to retreat from the presence of others [12] and rest from the pressures of living in public or performing public roles [28]. In other words, the state of solitude is the possibility of not having to be accountable within a social contract. This includes not having to engage with the world through a social contract, and not being perceived by others or by ourselves with respect to our ability to honor a social contract. As one of our participants said: “I like to be with my wife and when I am with her I obviously take her into consideration and I adjust my behavior to accommodate that. So being free of those limitations whatever benefits they bring to my life at certain stages, it’s pleasant. The nature of this cuts into those freedoms, that even if it is that I might never use them again, in other words that I might spend the rest of my time living inside the house, the concept of when I drive somewhere or I do something the next set of decisions and choices don’t have an explanation required, they are what they are, they stand on their own.”

The state of solitude is so important that it is protected by the individual’s right to be let alone [12]. But the very concept of location tracking seems to be at odds with the idea of being let alone, perhaps because places are so connected to the activities that give them meaning, which in turn are connected with what we may be doing in those places and, ultimately, who we are. Yet, in our study, for the most part people opted not to use those features of the tracker that would have allowed them to regain their solitude following a relatively long period in which they had none. But as we saw, this was mostly because they were concerned that hiding themselves might be negatively assessed by others. However, for as long as we perceive our instinctive desire to hide to be looked at with diffidence or suspicion by those we are socially engaged with, location tracking technology will make it difficult for us to find our state of solitude and exercise our right to be let alone.

We have seen how people tend to be socially concerned and worried that the information provided by their tracker might either distort others’ perception of who they are or their perception of who those related to them are. These concerns result from the tension between the real-time representation of one’s movements and the impoverished representation of their context provided by location tracking technology currently available [23]. While on one hand the iconic signs of a map are inadequate to describe the context that the map poorly refers to, on the other hand the indexical sign of a dot moving in real-time elicit an impression of reality that triggers an inferring response. The exercise of tracking in these rudimentary virtual environments is far removed from the skilful biosemiotic activity of physical tracking, but the instincts that are triggered are the same and so we respond in a similar way. Only tracking technology capable of mediating context in a much more sophisticated way could begin to address this issue and reconcile its contradictions. However, if such technology was ever developed, that would exasperate what appeared from our findings to be an even bigger concern: voyeurism.

But what’s so wrong about voyeurism and why is feeling watched so uncomfortable, after all? From an evolutionary point of view, voyeurism is not end to itself, it serves a purpose. The aptitude of voyeurism is instrumental to the pursuit and capture of a chase, and therefore voyeurism is instinctively associated with the imminence of a strike. Just as tracking is a primordial instinct, so is our reaction to being watched imprinted in us. Unless it can be somehow absorbed in the fulfillment of acceptable social functions, voyeurism is bad news and, in this respect, mobile location tracking technology is the messenger. In those brief moments in which we are momentarily exonerated from honoring the network of contracts that define who we are with respect to others and are free to roam and graze alone in the woods, we do not need to be reminded that we are always potential prey for a hungry predator.
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